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Why SAS Abbreviations? 

• Automate your frequently used syntax to 
dramatically cut typing time 

 

• Greatly reduce coding errors 
 

• Confidently use complex Procedures and 
Options 
 

• Boost team productivity 
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How to set up Abbreviations 

1. Go to: Tools -> Add Abbreviation… 
 

2. In the “Abbreviation” field type  

something easy to remember and 

UNIQUE (not otherwise used) 
 

3. In the “Text to insert” field paste  

the text you want to appear in the  

Enhanced Editor. 
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How to use Abbreviations 

• Type your abbreviation in the Enhanced Editor and press Enter 

– Entire procedures 

 `sql +[Enter]   = rsubmit; proc sql;  

   create table      as select        

   from     as A   left join      as B    

   on A. =  B.   

   where  

   group by  

   order by   

   ;quit; endrsubmit; 

 

• `means +[Enter]   = proc means data= 

   n nmiss mean median p75 max std kurt t 

   ;where 

   ;var 

   ;run; 

(Tip: to quickly Comment/Uncomment statements use Ctrl-/ or Ctrl-Shift-/  ) 
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How to use Abbreviations (2) 

– Table names  

`abc +[Enter]  =  my_lib.abc_table_name_here_... 

 

– Commonly used Variable Names  

a` +[Enter]  =  ACCOUNT_NUMBER , c` = CUSTOMER_FULL_NAME , etc. 

 

– Host/SAS System Logon Scripts – enter your entire list of libnames, 

options, %include statements you normally submit when you open a 

new session.   

 

– Macro language -        %% +[Enter] =    %macro  abc(  ); 

      %if %then %do; 

      %end; 

      %else %do; 

      %end; 

      %mend abc; 

      %abc( ); 
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How to manage Abbreviations 

1. Go to:  

Tools -> Keyboard Macros -> Macros… 

 

2. Which will bring you  

to the following menu : 

 

               
  

 

              3. There you can see a full list of 
             your Abbreviations and Edit,  
             Rename, Delete or test them. 
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How to get your team to use it 

1. Select some or all of your Abbreviations and click the Export button: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. This will allow you to save them in a KMF file: 

3. Then your workforce or peers can bring them into their SAS session 
by means of the Import button.   
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Beyond Abbreviations ...  

...into Keyboard Macros 
 

 

1. From the Keyboard Macros 

 menu click the Create button,   

which will take you to this menu: 

 

2. Choose a Category from the  

drop-down menu and the  

Keyboard Macro you want to use. 

 

3. Press the   button to add it 

to the “contents” field 

 

4. Give it a unique & descriptive name. (continued) 
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Beyond Abbreviations ...  

...into Keyboard Macros  (2) 

5. In the Assign Keys menu 

 select the shortcut combo you 

 want to assign (e.g. Alt-C) 

 

6. Click the Assign button.  

 

7. Done! The next time you  

press  Alt-C  SAS will Collapse  

all Procedures and Data Steps. 

 

Tip:  SAS has a wide variety of preset Keyboard Macros, i.e. Entering 
Date&Time,  Collapse/Uncollapse Code, Editing, Searching and more ; 
However, you could Record your own Keyboard macros, then execute 
them with a single keystroke and save a ton of time  
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Q & A 

For any questions, tips or feedback please email me at: 

alexander.lazarov@mbna.com  or connect with me on Linkedin. 

 

mailto:alexander.lazarov@mbna.com

